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1. Introduction 

The object of this paper 1s to explore the ways by which modern tech- 
nology can help to oromote economic and social growth in the developing 
countries. The paper 1s an attempt to study innovation strategies for 
industrialiiation, full employment, and self-sustained growth in deve- 
loping countries. Tht urgency of this task is related to the widening 
ftp between the rich and the poor. Unless great efforts are nude the 
ftp will be still wider - and disastrously wider - by tht end of tht 
century. 



The social  impact of technological development has become so great that 

it affects n,,„y fundamental,spects of economic planning and national  life 

of the developing countries. Unless dependable means are developed to 

identify  st.idy, and forecast the varying  impacts  that these technologi- 

cal developments might have on various sectors, ¿ach developing country will 

be subject to increasing stress in times of technological changr and so- 
n','   l,"'-l"-',:'-'-  «""' »•"I  not bL-,,:-fit fully fron tcdniülo^l and socio- 
ti'1 f'¡,:,"i,;,,:'-:^-  /•" e ;:;>•!.'od,  r,tim,u1  plorine, m-cl.anis,.  is required, 
»'"^•i.ro.-c-,   (o r./pc-.M-t  political  „nd operational clc-cisioi.s  «-1 ill  levels' 
0i (';Vl!l'  :'"'   *'• P'iv.t, ,nd public .nlcrpnse,  flr,d H, citizen and coir 

'•'U!,lty GM"'K"     • ' "c"' (>>:liaililwl l'l""^»S Process should involve all 

Ti?.'"' '"',J' tl" "U!,lk t"Hl r"ÍVatt Sect0--¿fl<l »'w• "oc, in  itself, 
i"lnl.i    |.,o  „,L, onction of „e* technology.   II,  uplc^nLUion of techno- 

^  —-ions will  ho n„.le more complex by participatory decision- 

Z     J "' ' "   hVl 1S °f S0LiCty-  *** >U•^ '"-t contain and channel 
these confias  into productive and accelerated growth of the developing 
countries. K " 

The paper (1) analyses the relationships between Industrial 1ztd tná 

developing countries. (2) shows operational innovation strategies for 

economic and social development, (3) demonstrates the inability of 

Industrial systems in market economy countries to cope with • uniform 

territorial expansion.    (4) describes state planning, supported 

by technology as^suenls, as a process which activates all connections 

necessary to mal.e evolve the rairl-.r-t. r-hsr.ivn n. accordance with the nv, '• 

of society, (5) discusses the contribution of and the environment within 

which technology assessment is developed and implemented, (6) emphasizes 
State planning and technology assessment as instrument for the control of 

the entrepreneurial activities the public sector must carry out in dev.lopine 
countries. r  ^ 



Four main conclusions are derived in this paper. First.the market 

«echanisn., particularly in developing countries, does not work up 

a satisfactory impulse to establish and maintain a balance between 
agricultural and industrial production; It cannot even foster a 

"territorially-balanced" growtn of the production system    Second, 

the dominant vehicle of economic and social growth will be Innova- 

tion appropriate to the developing countries which should use addi- 

tional labour as justified by the saving in capital; this means that 

industrial processes of small productivity, which are today employed 

in industrialized countries, must In greater measure than in the past 

be transferred to developing countries. Third, State intervention 1s 

requested to accelerate capital accumulation and to allocate it pronerly not only 

In developing countries. but also in underdeveloped areas of Industria- 

lized countries. Fourth, the character of a free market system is to 

be maintained in developing countries 1n order to preserve and deve- 

market mechanism   has to be orientated towards the achlevment of sodai objec- 

tives, whereby the State regards It as one of Its tasks to assume   re- 

sponsibility for those innovations and Investments which, while fore- 

seen In the general pUn. are not or cannot be undertaken by private 
Initiative. 

2. flt relationthlps between Industrial^ and develop^ ^^ 

IHt P«st vicissitudes of the Industrialized countries suggest that the 

*rket mechanism not only does not work up a satisfactory impulse to 

establish and maintain a balance between agricultural and industriel 

production, but that it cannot even foster a"terr1tor1.Hy-b.1,nced" 

frowth of the production system'1*. By "territorially-balanced" I **.„ 

»•t. wherever possible job vacancies h.^n to be. they should be 

fUled not only by migration toward, those regions which are already 

industrialized, but J«o by a continuous and spontaneous spread of the 

•rijlMl productive nucleus towards the are.s of underemployment. 

Ste P. SAMCENO. ^'economi« dei raes i industrial«,,«H , 
fcT/AS KoMsess, Milano ?<!AJ, p. 69 ~~ 

ina 
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It has thu:. happened that the type of economy, brought about with the 

birth of industry, has not been gradually extended by the larkei Mecha- 

nism itself, but it has been limited to a group of countries which con- 

stitute a minority in terms of world population. 

The "world market" - this new economic perspective, introduced for the 

first time in history, since the industrial revolution - has been such 

only in the sense that the network of exchanges has so quickly extended 

as to connect most countries. Nevertheless, only a limiteli number of 

countries - more precisely those whose industrialization grew,or, at 

least, tock place in the last century - has been able to see their own 

development mechanism come to such en integration as to derive an ade- 

quate impetus to lasting progress from it . Instead, the remaining coun- 

tries not only did not partake of that progress, but beceuse of their 

presence in the world market of raw materials and farm-produce, of which 

they had become important suppliers, they found themselves open to the 

counterblows of the very crisis of the industrialized world, without 

either getting the benefits for which crises are In a certain sense the 

price    or finding an opportunity, owing to their weakness, for an ade- 

quate defence. 

In other words, the industrial  revolution, which took place at the end 

of the eighteenth century, did not promote a world market in the sense 

that the whole world partakes in and benefits from the process of industria- 

lization: for a large number of countries, covering the majority of the 

world population, participation 1n the industrial market has not meant 

the establishment of processes of capital accumulation analogous to those, 

found 1n the western world after the industrial revolution. This accounts 

for the survival, In the   majority of countries, of archaic systems much 

like those which have been superseded In the countries that had experien- 

ced the industrial revolution. Technological change in the industrialized 

world has also contributed to the growing economic problems of developing 

countries by providing expensive, complex, labour-saving machinery, and 

equipment at a higher rate than the rat« at which skills can be acquired 

and capital be formed in these countries for their efficient and effective 
utilization*1*. 

(1) 
SM J.E. STEPANEK, New Perspectives: Industrial Development In tht 
Third World. IBE, Wien 1972, p. 56 



In the Oíd) classification, there are 15 main rich industrial i red countries 

and 2ö main poor developing countries. The former have a population of 

600 i.iilliuM with a GNP of 2,500 ? per head. The latter hove a population 

of 1,700 million and a GNP a head of 150 2, that is, in round figures, 

]/?0 of that of the former. These average figures cover wide ranges.  For 

ini tance, a few years ago the pro capita incomes of the United States and 

of India were 3,500 % and 90 % respectively, giving a ratio of 40 to 1. 

This ratio is still  increasing. The total GNP of the industrialized coun- 

tries is six times that of the developing countries. 

Since the net rate of rice of the GNP a head of the Industrialized coun- 

tries is 3,5 % compared with 2,5 % for the developing countries, the rich 

countries are getting richer 1 per cent faster than the poor countries. 

So the gap is still widening.  If present trends continue until A.D.  2000, 

than the arithmetic excess of the GNP a head of the industrialized coun- 

tries of that of the developing countries will have risen from about 2,500 % 

to about 7,000 %. Another way of looking at the gap is to note that the 

annual added wealth of a citizen of an Industrialized country is nearly as 

much as a citizen of a developing country has to Uve on for a whole year. 

If the relative gap 1s to be halved, say, from the present 20 to 1, to 

10 to 1, by A.D. 2000, then the net rate of increase of GNP of the deve- 

loping countries will have to be raised fro« the present 1 per cent below 

to 2 per cent above that of the industrialized countries. The degree to 

which modern technology can assist this growth process will depend on the 

total amount of Investment funds available, the fraction,al located by the 

.government of any country to science and technology (In competition with 

all tne other social demands), and the wisdom, skill, and entrepreneurship 

with which these financial   resources are used ^l\ 

Actually, since world war 1, an Increasing number among the economically 

underdeveloped countries has resolutely rejected the system of relation- 

snips they had been confined to by the forces of the existing market and 

his adopted a policy inspired by the thought that it 1s up to the State 

to start and maintain the process of economic development*2'. The under- 

( 'See Lord BLACKETT,Introduction to: G. JONES, The Role of Science and 
]£uj"0l09t ?? <*»«1»»tM CowtHes. Oxford University Press, London 

It) 1 'See H. HIHTERHUBER, Der Staat als Unternehmer, "Weltwirtschaftliches 
Archiv", Vol.  103. ppTTS:7rTmff)  

m mÊÊÊÊm 



to!-ii.g of such responsibility has followed two very different lines: there 

is n) the cornisi one which is characterized, in principle, by a re- 

ject lo.-, of tin system based upon "the assignment to the private sector of 

tlu ; refit co:.,i-.g from the utilization, by means of the wage -systems, of 

the ;jlt'duc
J,icr, ¡aciiities of which it is the owner:  according to tnis 

lii¡'; of liiOiKjM , it is the task of the State, on the ground of a defined 

pi•o]1u;;„c, to provide for the accumulation of capital required to carry 

out thû process of development wanted. 

Then Lhere is b) the line we shall call "mixed", which still relies on 

the formulation of a development plan by the State, though the State's 

task is only restricted to realizing those investments which are fore- 

seen in the plan, out are not carried out by private enterprises. In the 

latter case,the plan has a double purpose: 

(1) to increase the effectiveness of the public economic activity which, 

having become very complex, requires a rigorous co-ordination; 

(2) to notify the private operators of the type of development process 

which is aimed at in order to open a form of ex-ante co-ordination of 

investment able to reduce the risks and make them accessible to 

private enterprises which are Inevitably very weak in a developing 

country. 

Since it is the State which points out the strategic Une of development 

which is meant to be pursued,a practice typical to the policy of many 

countries has followed: the involvement In and direct operation of the 

State of all those productive activities which are foreseen in the plan, 

but are not undertaken by private enterprises. 

This trend has actually developed also in the industrialized market orien- 

ted countries; in such cases, however, the State company only integrates 

private initiative which continues to determine most industrially impor- 

tant decisions' '; in developing countries, where private enterprises are 

lacking or are of a very small proportion, the enterprises,directly ope- 

rated by State institutions,are of paramount significance. This situation 

Is strengthened by the fact that, in the developing countries, private 

entetprises often link up to foreign corporations where the State cannot 

«1 low too great expansion,without running the risk of introducing some 

•lien elements in the political life of the country or damagino 

the country itself. 

See M. HIHTLRHUBER, Management of Technoloay and Parliamentary Control, 
Cauncil of europe, ThlTJ^rîaTftentâry' ârtOcïewlIfic CowTtrence, — 
lausanne, 11-14 April 19/2. 

la^B^aadk. ^tÊUilmmÊÊÈk Muta 
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Especially in Latin America there have been frequent cases when economic 

progress has proved an impediment to social advancement, in other words, 

bringing itself handicaps to the achievement of the very aims for which 

the former had been promoted. Because of the poverty of local private 

enterprises and of the limits t" which the foreign corporations are to be 

submitted, it is easily understood how the State controlled company can 

play a role which is similar to that, for ideological reasons, found 

in the socialist countries. 

Nowadays, there is a large group of countries that are committed to the so- 

called "mixed" line, that is engaged in development strategies presenting 

the four following aspects: 

(1) basing themselves on long-term programmes; 

(2) allowing private enterprises; 

(3) providing for a large contribution of State controlled companies, and 

(4) orienting   the market mechanism towards the achievement of social goals. 

Such strategies, which have been set in notion at different times, since 

the end of World War II, are obviously working under the most disparate 

conditions, owing to the social and economic differences   of the countries. 

One has only to be reminded of the disproportion of dimensions among them - 

«ay for instance between India's and the small African States' - a dispro- 

portion which, by itself, implies very different types of planning and im- 

plementation. 

Yet, there is a distinctive feature common to all those realties/gathered 

under the name of "developing countries", that 1s the state of extreme un- 

'certalnty and very serious difficulties in which the strategies undertaken 

by their governments take place and the actual impossibility to foresee 

the course which the various situations forming the object of this strate- 

gies can take^1'. 

First of all comes the fact that the growth of a country does not so far 

depend on capital accumulation and sound planning, so much as on the cul- 

tural and professional formation and on radical changes in its social struc- 

tures. It is at present not clear how this may be achieved. As to what is 

concerning the human resources, the problem of technological training, though 

complex, does not certainly stand out as the most difficult to solve. 

*" See J.E. STtPANEK, New Perspectives: Industrial Development in the 
Third World, op.cit., p. 25  

bUteM 
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One difficulty nes to be stressed: schools of engineering In industrialized 
countries take justifiable pride  in sUring with students from developing 
countries the latest in moHern techniques and even employ these students 
in gtaduate and post-graduate research projects to design still more 
sophisticated techniques. Engineers, wishing to design factories that arc 
11,01 e «PI tal coving, generally find information, lacking on the availability 
of more appro-.H„te technologies.    The engineering education for developing 
countries should therefore reflect a more discriminating approach for the 
selection of technologies; particular emphasis should be given to design 
l°^£ye ^RL^LJy.Jgjnn^ Justified by the saving in 
«PÌÈiL(    • The major need is a broad scientific and technological trai- 
ning, including related social studies, which aims at technical competen- 
ce in a wide setting. 

An important   premise to the start of any development process is, there- 
fore, the action in the educational field which is inevitably a hard task 
with very slow results*2). In the creative and efficient use of resources 
management is probably the most important factor. In developing countries 
there is an urgent need for building up the supply of managers who are able 
to create and develop modern enterprises, either   in the private or the 
public sector. Then deep changes in the social structures are necessary, 
1n particular those changes which derive from radical land reforms; the 
reforms must overcome two obstacles: the political one, cons i s ting in the 
opposition of the landed class,and the technical one, deriving fro« the 
uncertainties of their technical implementation. 

The rapidity of population growth represents an other element of diffi- 
culty for the identification and implementation of a development pollcyj 
the development policy Itself has to reflect, In a relatively short term 
perspective, a demographic framework which 1s very different from that.exi- 
sting when it is being inaugurated. 

In the strictly economic sense, moreover, the price-decrease of raw materials 
and food-stuffs has proved very disturbing for the development process of 
these countries; the consequences of a decline of the price of primary goods 
have a sharp impact on the developing countries, both because they, having 
economies based on one type of crop or a particular mining production, have 
m exportable surplus of only one or few of these goods. 

ÍS¿;%Sí^{: 5: Pcrspect1ves; '"*"**" ft""opment 1n the Third 

wîckLrÏÏS îUhrTC"sb11dU"f If Zeich«» *r tmdmrf.rh- fat- 
WICMWM!,   Betriebswirtschaftliche rorschung und Praxis", ?, 101-114 (1973) 

•Jkrii^.ii.iiMii^^ .,,.^...... ..... ., ¿M 
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Increased supply of developing countries/ resulting from the growth in 

productivity in the industrial sector and in the agricultural and mining 

fields, 1s mainly responsible for the unfavourable course of prices of pri- 

mary goods. The demand of raw materials arid food-produce, furthermore, is 

constantly depressed by the competition of synthetics, made by the industry 

of the importing countries and by the technological progress   which, for 

the same production, reduces the quantity of raw materials; employed by the 

industries of the Importing countries. 

The market situation of goods,exported by the developing countries,is, 

further, made unstable by the economic trend of the industrialized coun- 

tries; when adverse business cycles occur, purchases of raw materials 

are reduced, causing serious damage to the exporting countries, without 

any possibility for them to recover, by any other means, from the reduc- 

tion of outlets; neither are they able to settle the question by using 

currency reserves.  Tt must be added that raw materials and farm-produce, 

compared with industrial production, can be stockpiled. That's what allow 

possible speculation by stockjobbers, adding a new element of uncertainty 

to the already precarious market situation of some raw materials and fur- 

ther weaking the developing countries (1) 

The unfavourable consequences of this state of affairs are further worse- 

ned by the fact that the supply of primary goods is rather Inelastic, that 

Is, they scarcely reflect fluctuations 1n prices. While an industrial pro- 

duction which proved no longer economic, might be cut down or even aban- 

doned, and Us labour forces and capital tranferred to other activities, 

nothing of this kind is possible for a country,exporting only few materials, 

because they lack other fields of activity to which available resources 

can be transferred. For agricultural production, it may even happen that, 

when prices go down, the farmers intensify production 1n order not to re- 

duce their real Income   when it 1s Impossible to give another utilization 

to their work and tr.>ir available resources. 

Price fluctuations with a tendency to sag, the Inelasticity of supply, 

concentration on a single or few products, the absence of Industrial 

production, are all   reflected 1n the Impossibility for these countries to 

make basic forecasts, even in the medium term, and therefore to formulate 

11) Se« P. SARACENO, L'economia del Paesi Industrializzati, op.dt., p. 70 

•*-. ...^^t. .Jiffi&A.. . A-'-»*, ^¿a. .¿JA JL  _•.  jam ...jjf......      1 ¿¿    .     ,.W.   ,   .iíu..,^. i ir i IÜéI   - l'ir 
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concrete programmes. Elements of further damage are added by ignorance 
and corruption, often introduced into these programmes or into their 
execution. The need for money is therefore increased by waste, incur- 
ring in the political and administrative life   of these countries. Sa- 
vings are consequently very inadequate, compared with the bulk of invest- 
ments, required in a long term developmeitprocess. The execution of any 
development programme, then, involves an appropriate and constant contri- 
bution of foreign capital, and this contribution, besides, must generally 
have a character of aid and not of loan, owing to the poor solvency of 
a developing country. In this connection, it must, be kept in mind that 
1f loans, granted in the past to a developing country, are paid back, 
that's only because this country Is getting new loans or further aid. 

From this point of view, a remarkably different position   from the typi- 
cal one of the developing countries can be seen in the 011-produdng 
countries; oil-export has determined public revenues 1n foreign curren- 
cies large enough to permit, on one hand, a relevant expansion   in real 
terms, of public expenditure, and on the other hand, the creation of a 
considerable surplus in the balance of payments, surplus which has re- 
moved every need for loans and aid and which has also permitted to these 
countries the formation of considerable reserves as means of payment 
abroad M. 

This means a new unforeseen situation, the further development of which 
can give to the countries 1n question a position (even political) vttry 
particular among the developing countries; above all this applies to the 
group of Arab countries, in the case that, between themselves, they in- 
stitute forms of agreement or even of Integration. The fact, however, that 

In countries without any lack of capital, progress proves equally uncer- 
tain, shows how relevant non-economic factors are. 

Underdevelopment means a combination of great poverty and of the Impossibi- 
lity of rapid improvement through the employment of available labour 
forces. There is a lack, 1n fact, of the capital,required to utilize this 
labour force, and even If this capital existed, it would lack the necessary 
structures for an economic use of productive capital. Progress 1s.there- 
fore, very slow, or in some cases, even practically null and void (when 

(1) 
fuLÏ* ;INTE,RMUBER' P-fr ExploratlonspolUlk in den Internationalen 
Erdolunternehmungen r'lráol-rrdgis-ieftéchrit'f » », pp. 318-327 (1970) 

nmmüniDÉÁMMÚMu 
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ttore Is no regression) if account 1$ given for the emergence of new 
problems and of the worsening of the old ones; population Increase 1s 
often the principal cause of the widening of difficulties. 

From an economic point of view, the major need that the developing coun- 
tries today feel, when they are not oil-producers, is that of strengthen- 

ing their position in the international economy; this objective can be 
purjued by them only by increasing exports in the quantity, required to 

meet! 

a) the increase 1n imports which is determined by three phenomena : 
the growing need for production goods, required for the execution of 
development programmes, the urgency of improving the tone of Hf« 
•nd the increase in population. 

b) the growing number of loans   which the developing countries 1n que- 
stion must negotiate to equalize their balance of payments, a balance 
which 1s today obtained in large measure from aid and loans which, In 
great part, are never reimbursed. 

c) reduction in exports   which in more than one case   are the result of 
the technological progress of Industrialized countries, a progress 
which continually offers new synthetic products,substituting re« 
materials, or diminishing, on a par with production, the need for the 
said raw «ateríais. 

In view of this, it is understood how i rapid development of industrial 
production 1s the only way open to developing countries to solve their 
économie problems; the industrial development not only must supply produc- 
tion and consumer goods today Imported, but must also feed export out- 
lets In the already industrialized countries. 

3. Technological Innovation and industrial development 

ly Innovation. I mean effective innovation which is the sum of the creative 
activities in the fields of R 4 0, production,and marketing. Too often, in 
this technological aft, Innovation Is automatically associated with RAD, 
bated en the natural sciences, hit the fact is that critical innovation, 
regardless of the field, nay occur In the production and marketing func- 
tions as mil ts in the It I • function. An enterprise or a country which 
is outstanding 1n It a D and croates really useful products and services, 
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but «hid, 1, relatively weak 1n Innovation, 1n the        production,,,* 
«rketlng functions „ay mU be surp,$s#d, both ,„ pr<KJ||ct ^ 

contritions and in profitability by an enterprise or . country with 
less outstanding R * D results but with • better balance of high-level 
innovation in all three categories -Rio. production and marketing*1* 
Innovation, in other words, TO.ns the whCe process from scientific dis- 
covery or invention to the final emergence of . Jetable product or . 
social service. 

Econome growth through technological develops depends on continu,! 
innovati«! \n the fon. of new or proved product,, proCesses71n7se7- 
vices. and the general acceptance of these innovations throughout the 
production structure. In developing countries the do.1n.nt vehicle of 
economic growth will be Innovations *ich (1) bring about productivity 
9*ins, and (2) represent ne* contributions to existing products, pro- 
cesses, or services. In fact, the pria, need 1, to ensure the full and 
effectue use. through ad.pt.t1c*. of foreign science .nd technology. 

In the typical fflixed economy of , developing country Innovions ltM 

only partiauy fro. . continuous deeand pre,lyr, M preneur, £ 

wl«     T Pr<HlWCt$' Pr0""«'Md «•"""•» '« these countries. 
Ä^Oi!*^^ The les, advance . country is   the ^ th, e(ph„1s 1n Hi $dwufic ^ ^ 

need   to be on the fusion of lotion, and on Uchnicl adviso 

£t o i:r services**itM * °>ri•"> «-~- -i* ¿ 

lto ted     1 :    y' "" am-t - ««*« °f "*'•«« or ported   ecology and increased ,ff1ci«^ 1n ^ „„ #f 
dtterve close attention*2', «««rcei 

^stlfLTl'1 1S ^ Ch*r'Cter1't1e " * -lopin, countries 
-Mch Justifies the u.« of «ore .ppreprl.t. technologie.. There .re 
J^r. *1ch distinguish the developing f^ the „Ztr1.l£ Z- 

«««- require new design factor, to h. *i,t tal. capite, eoX*t. 

(1) 

CD 
Wiesbaden 1972. pp. Si!m.       *r,-,f U"d UW"tion/E.b!tlFl,rl,g. 

e?cf¿ ^inP? ^« ff,fc«fK» «* Tercio,, i. aWlf,«-, ,,-,«... 
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Harkets In most developing countries demand o smaller scale oí operation 

than In the Industrialized countries. Disposable incomes are lower, po¡>u 

latlons within the economic barriers in many cases are small, widely dis- 

persed, and with greatly differing tastes. Transport and distribution 

systems are under-developed. The result is a need for technologies, appro- 

priate to small markets,supplied by smaller factories.The technologies 

designed for large-scale operations, are most inappropriate for snvill 
markets. 

Raw materials supplies like markets have a tendency to be limited, dis- 

persed, and uncertain as to regularity of supply and quality. Often a 

technology, designed for high quality/raw materials and for an exacting 

Mrket 1s used to manufacture products from raw materials of indifferent 

quality and for an undemanding, joods hungry, market. The technology is 

misused. Indeed, in order to make 1t work at all, it may prove necessary 

to Import raw materials to replace low quality indigenous supplies. 

According to many industrialists, the quality standards, required for the 

export market,make necessary the use of labour-saving technologies. 

Fuel and electric power costs 1n developing countries may be double 

those in industrialized countries,and the supply is often uncertain. A 

technology, requiring continuous operation, may lose its advantages 1f a 

stand-by power plant has to be Installed. 

The developing countries are often described as lacking investment oppor- 

tunities, »at 1s néant 1s that there are few Markets sufficiently large 

to, Justify Investment In the types of plants which international inve- 

ito« are generally accustomed to in the industrial countries. But If 

we had sharper vision and refined mechanisms for conducting the search, 

we could find opportunities to supply smaller markets,using technologies 
•f • different type. 

Ont argument in favour of labour-saving technologies is that large-scale 

•Hern plants return such high profits that the spiral of growth can be 

started weh »ortrapidly than by employing a strategy of smaller and per- 

haps lets profita©!« industrial establishments. Large-scale plants can re- 

turn high profits, particularly,when serving a large domestic market, 

•*P»rt1ni w enjoying • »Ohtoely. however, a large-scale plant at partial 

ÜH ÉÜ Aj- * '*""• auMaiiik 
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capacity, shut clown because it annoi obtain managers or operating Ineffi- 

ciently because of spart parts shortages, is not likely to show a profit*1*. 

.The_tcehriüjocíjcvçutrent]/.used in the industrialized countrjes. can be 

¿'"'.'.'IfJíD.Í*;1.1. •s ..."b:b^J^8v\n9."j»ej^unU .gjjtgut^The, technogies roost 
.•PtrVr'.'..iate_to_the deve1 ppj ng ^coun tr i es jai gM.bc „termed _," cap i tal -sa v 1 m" 

JüiLE^^il.l)C. .^li^üigJ-iSLPÜÜE-1 °L re 1 a11 vely R»re labour. 

Ihe search for greater technological  flexibility, which is stimulated by 

typical factor proportions in developing countries, need not involve a 

return to primitive processes of production. Rathtr, it rehires a freater 

readiness to eschew unquestioned adoption of the most up-to-date and 

most prestigious capital-intensive and integrated production processes 

which have been developed for use in countries where labour is parti- 

cularly scarce and to seek out the efficient processes,employed In »tote 

industrialized countries where the relative abundance of capital and 

labour is somewhat closer to the situation 1n many developing countries. 

The procurement by a technologically backward Stat« of publicly acces- 

sible technologies which are individually difficult to define can take 
place by two means'  '; 

(1) Procurement of direct access to specific foreif« sources of capital 
saving technologies by: 

a) acquisition of patents, licences, know-how,and technoloflcal 
assistance from foreign enterprise*, 

b) cession to foreign enterprises   of participations 1* enter- 

prise capital for fonaatlon of joint vtfitures. 

M *fr* rotation of »»rifu tclMlt1f1c -| ttì*ntìtlfTfì. 

0^Mr¿tr^P^ityi!rtl¥ft; "-»M **»—" '« *» 
f^Ste M. HIMTERHUKR, Hjsj 

Muai Induitripiia in\ 
». 

^g^^^l^^ftrllL 
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of which it en» be assumed that Ihe results, HdnRvd will   1 imi useful 

application'  '. 

1*££Ì1Ì*LTS?S****ì._of Ji,*bilJLjî,".rîi!>J.,-_fiiJÎ.'i*JL_ wl'L£h arc tod.yy employed 1/ 
Industrial wed countr IL^_, nusjjn <i^o£t^r_j)U'«:,uiv JLhan   in Uie_pust bi 

transfjrred to developing_cuun_u i( s _and_ he substituted t>y processo of 

higher productivity and  tfierjLj^'rt_oj_jTJ^hi-;r lpchnol_qr|_ic;.al   content. 

The interest of industi ini wed countries  in dedicating .impropriate re- 

sources to scientific and technological  reseuich derives,  from this pro- 

spect1  '.  Th* countries which would not resolutely proceed  in this 

way, would see the prevailing WûCJC rates, not only not  improving, but 

even drawing back towards the lower levels <n force in the  countries 
•Bit to master only the simplest technologies 

A socialist line of thouoM beinq adopted or not, the najprity 

of countries    in which industrialization had not yet started at the be- 

fInning of this century, is today involved in processes of economic de- 

velopment   which SM the Sute the mejor, and often, as  the only 

proteoanist. The behaviour of these countries in the world market cannot 

escape, fundamentally, from the logic of market opportunity; this is an 

•lament éesttned te bear, in • growing and considerable rasure, on the 

0) 
The major roles of research institutions in a developing country 
are: 

(1) te help select and adapt eirtstina. scientific and technological 
knowledge to meet specific local needs 

(I) to maintain contact with developments elsewhere of potential 
local importance 

(I) to design plants and aauipnuit to save capital by using addi- 
tional labour as justified by the saving in capital and, mare 
••«•rally, to augment existing knowledge in fields of actual êné 
potential relevance which, for various reasons, are not or cannot 
M properly studied In indus tri allied countries. 

(4) ÜJr!1ni "íth,B th* ,1"Hs of **» foreoBinm. scientific and 
technical personnel and to stimulate entrepreneur ship. 

(») to transmit information on more appropriate technologies. 

JJre*|h their platinine organi*at1ons, governments am ensure teat 
«*• priority in the allocation of limited human and i inancial re- 

mliTitiidf t0 Pr0j#ct* "* VW—n, related to economic and 

Lean am*, u-14 April uff. *•"**. 
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position of Industriel i/ed coudries with a market economy, givo* that: 

a) the pi ogress of the industrial i /cd countries is to « great extent 

subordinate to the constant expansion of commercial exchanges with 
the developing cojntries; 

b) in the developing countries Uves  the majority of the world population 

(a population   which is monovet  growing at the highest rate) and 

there  is to be found the richest part of the natural  resources of 
the earth, 

The industrial UM countries are therefore vitally interested in co-opera- 

ting to solve the problems of developing countries; they and 0*1 y they 

are able to realize two necessary (thougn not sufficient) conditio*» for 

determining a more favourable course of the actual pot-.tIon of these 
countries. These conditions are: 

(l)th* guarantee of relevant and constant flow of aids, and 

(?) the renouncement of certain types of Industrial p.  dut ti on of «Men 

they are «¡so exporters and, of which,  instead, they should 
importers (1) 

It does not seem, however, that these two condì ti «M today fi,,  

cítelo components In the development process of 1nd*tr1ilftt7c©u«tr1e7i 

the social forces, operating 1n the rich countries, do not feel the Improve 

•tut In the conditions of lift of poor countries at a s1eMlfic«it vol ut 
••»'•ci» they can sacrifice: 

(1) with a ftntrous increato in aid, one pert, even small, of the Meter 
well-being they can immediately achieve, 

(f) the operation of those Industrial activities ( t.f.      tentile pre- 

ductton) which in developing countries con more easily be perfereed. 

Aids end loans to develonine countries rest, therefore, within tHo re- 

stricted limits which ar» 1 «posed en the industriali ted countries by the 

Internetional political situation or by the opportunity to whs tain their 

In om international division of labour, those rone—nti «ti. t. 
**•* Urge ^„u of „^ JZi^ìvS^'uTìlSi 
•b*Mld be manufactured in develop«* ¿eajntr?et   The HT^i LT?L ^ 
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own export! of production joods'   '. At dir   %<>m tii  -, a contri le follow 

up has not been given to promises made by incuslr u: I i/ed countries    at 

international    conferences 

(1) to stabilize the market of raw materials which  the develo;, iiig 

countries export, 

(?) to reduce their own agricultural  production, rml 

(3) to open their own markets to the new industrio', of the poor countries. 

Tht developing countries, or at least, « great part  of them   which are 

unable to achieve  intensive processai ot  capital  accumulation irnd forma- 

tion of human resources cannot therefore avoid serious political  and 

economic crisis;  their relationshipgwith  industrialized countries happen 

•ort in an atmosphere of conflict than of co-operation,  in substance, 

tM$ complex pattern of relationships   which used to be calle«! the 

"diss s truffle"  1s fading inside industrialized countries v/.th high 

Wr, t© be revived, ínsteos*, is a ttnsion hetween rich and poor coun- 

trios:  the farmer, Being economically howojeneous and in a s tu te of con- 

tinuous progress, the 1 attor, proceeding too slowly or not at all,  in re- 

spect of thtlr miserable lovel of 11ft. And probably, 1t will be only in 

tne wty 1n wNch «ils situation becomes more acute   that the problem of 

tne developing countries will be cow one of "our" prob loo» and not only 

Ine oréelo« of far away countries or of countrits which are believed 

to be for. 

4- litW^opoMwt me in industrialized awe1 devolving countries 

Tne 1ne»111ty Of industrial system, bom 1n the last century 1n merfctt 

economy countries, to cope with a uniform territorial axpanslon, hes been 

shewn net only 1n the world context, with rtftrd to the developing coun- 

tries, but also insite the very Industrialized countries.  Islands of rapid 

economic growth exist also In developing countries which can be distinguished 

free) the rtst of the country by marked differences 1n oro capita Incoo» 

the differences Increasing etch yrar. 

The amount of capital supplied to developing countries (an amount which 
according to programmes formula ted by International organizations, should 
hew» reached on tntlty, certainly not censido rat» to, equal to II of the 

ef Industrialized countries), has net reached the said amount. Also. —-     --    ..._.„.  ...,.w^   vww.'ki  iv« 11   »••»   mi   i»«irrc»   in«   saio   •••UWIII.   ni» 

the operation of special development agency, formed by th« world lank, 
•at been until now herdly considerable. 
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lt  ¡>as in r.r.l h«p,,ned that the accumulation of Infuriai capital 
in a coiini.-y tend, to be concentrated in the sole regions wher. the 

accumuli,,» proci:.'  started;   thus, not only the world econo* is 

nowadays split into t*o sections - the developed «nd the underdeve- 
loped one  • but th, developed countries, too, often reveal, inside 
themselves.  linS|lH lirea&> S0!llstinics very wideipre8d| „^ ^ Uft 

underdeveloped; mar,precisely those areas, where: 

a) the accusation of industrial capital was not sufficient, in the 

P*st, to bnng the labour force of , prevalently agricultural region 
to a productivity level of the same order as achieved by th. labour 

force in the remaining national territory   «,.„ th. process of In- 
dustrialization has been concentrated!. 

b) the deficiency which has k#«n so detened in the industrial capital 

structure, cannot be eliminated by the action of th. existi«, «rk.t 
•»chanism. 

OH and new economies «Inch, as said é,N| .„ a, , t9untry „^^ 

H a result of the process    f industrialii.tion. gonr.lly tMtf to N 

ZT'»!* IT h'nd' 1n i9m r*9<•", " lttm9 *•* tr* ^«tri.li,ed), 
a* on the o her. in th. raining region, *Mch ,Uy aprica.,. Th. 

IIZT   1""" ^ ,n the "y °f "** *** *~ **"* "•'- 
Ü^íl t0 "^ ***" ,aW "**€t1^ ««-"«tri«. f.11- - n   th. p^,    lr§-# iììmìnUét w „ lw|f§r ^^ 

t~ income and not to thos. .r.« in th. co-Kry *ieh, .it**-, p.«,. 
KMeréevelooed, have mm 1mls of th. *v.lop« p«^. 

£tn.7SLth: Í^Um ef inUn$] "*«"*—« «• «-»tH.llpp, «•» r ., c^not be .li.in.t* by ^ utim „ „^ 

Sil : r  r ,B
 •""-• *n **""*«• *« • -- ttwai  incr««se in incoa, .f MM J—t.-»-. . • , 

tro appropriate of wrt propr«»«* ttei«<#t. 
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Non-industrialized a-eas stay fixtd in their antiquated economic and 

social structures and the imbalances of their social  life will be upset 

in the end by  the fact of belonging to a country whose economic and social 

life evolves  under impulses which become more and more alienated from the 

possibility of development  in  poor areas.  Because in rich areas  income and 

power go together, the situation now under examination,  has been defined 
as Internal  colonialism which,   for example, could well   apply to the Italian 

Suuth, consider ¡ng the system of social  forces which came about  in Italy 
»fter unification. 

from this   one recognizes the econome and politual opportunity of   public 

action which is directed towards the intensification of the process of 

productive capital accumulation, in order to endow even the underdeveloped 

region* '. A similar action will, however, always be conditioned by the 

interest of the wort powerful   rich zone. This action cannot, therefore, 

develop according to the logic of an action which is Intended to unify 

the culture and economy of the country; the ftp between rich and poor 

•«¡•s could therefore be reduced only under the pressure of protest from 

the poor zone.   The reduction of th* gap will be limited and in part con- 

siderably determined by the trensfer of labour from the underdeveloped 
area to that More advanced. 

The problem is partly different  If the underdeveloped are« does not play 

a great part In th« economy of the country;  1n this case, the accumulation 

of capital which Is formed in the whole of the country, «ay be sufficient 

to five work 1n developed areas even to labour which 1s underemployed or 

unemployed in the underdeveloped areas.In this situation migrations from 

underdeveloped to developed areas and establishing m these areas of those 

activities which the existing werket is able to set up, are considered to 

»« adequate to five full employment to the teal labour force of the country. 

The fact is thet experience has already clearly indicated that an eouali- 

Mtlen process of the productivity of the work force existing in various 

regions of a country, being mainly obtained through Internal migration. 

fives rise to decoy, in the aree« of emigration, even of those modest 

economic activities which were yet flourishing before ime enodus, and, 

•ere, determines a social diseejatillbriua no less seriet» than thet e*1- 

sting before; fro« here rise mew problems which are aere difficult to 

solve due to the demografie tammHstaent, produced by the e««*». 

0) •M N. MINUWOJK«, »t |f Technology and »ari 1—pufry Control, op.cit. 
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The« i.-lativly high level   of economic  activity in the metropol i tan 

»reA',  first  attracts and  then holds the most talented, educated and 

ri'i.  t<'Ur/j  individuals  from the entire country.  Their removal  from 

the underdeveloped régions  results in a  relative decrease  in economic 

activity,  redni.ed attraction tor other innovation-minded  individuals 

.ini,thus, a repetition of   the cycle.  Therefore,  the idea  that, public 

action  to ac<(leratfcapital  accumulation  in underdeveloped areas should 

take piad   even  if in the  country the process of capital  accumulation 

develops   m an  intenso way    has gained ground.   In this case,  the develop- 

ment action will  tend not to intensify the formation of new capital, but 

to allocale diflerently,  betwwn the various regions of the country, the 

capital w/.ich is already currently being formed,  in order to favour the 

return and the retention of innovative individuals in the underdeveloped 
are«. 

Insufficiencies in capital  accumulation processes, revealed in industriali- 

zed countries, do not concern only lack of development. Since the end 

of world war II, state action has been asked for elsewhere than in areas 

poorly endowed with capital  investment, even in areas which had alraady 

adequately been provided for in the past, but that because of ìntran- 

sient crises, can no longer give to that capital an economic employment. 

The causes of the crisis may be various: exhaustion of mines, redaction 

in the demnd for goods the production of which had a considerable role 

in the zone, abandonnant of production of a military character and, above 

all, in these times, of production which, having an inadequate producti- 

vity in respect of current waft level, must be left to the countries tech- 

nologically less advanced.  The said crisis is due to the phenomenon of 

changing from   high developed   processes to mature processes**). 

It has been proved that, tame« similar events happen to a consider»»» 

•art of a productive syst«« of a given an»«, the existing development 

•mthenum does not efficiently rooct. in general, by 1 meed 1aUly using, 

1» the region struck by crisis, the productive factors (a»d in ptrtlc.- 

1«r the work force) which hove become available. State Intervention is 

remwsted in this situation for reason substantially similar to those 

•entlened above for the tméerdeveloped regions:  in fact, the development 

m*thai*ms, existing in the »ret, »re untele to give ea»loym*nt to a eon- 

***f*U »n of tN« '•*••»* '•**•* of the itme »re», at a productivity 
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Itvcl which corresponds to current wage -rates. Public action is justi- 

fied, in this case, other than for the motives, already mentioned for un- 

derdeveloped areas, as It also permits the employment of qualified pro- 

fessional people and investments of a social character (public works, 

schools, nurseries and other private and public services) the formation 

of which had been previously determined, and whiih would be lost in the 

case of any contraction of econome activities. 

In recent times, on the basis of the same elements which justify the 

Intervention here metioned, it has also been demonstrated that the eco- 

nomic policy of a developed country should take charge not only of the 

Insufficient use of the work force available In underdeveloped regions or 

areas in crisis , but also of the effects, determined by the fact that 

further considerable expansion of private investment in highly developed 

regions givss rise to a demand for work which exceeds the existing avail- 

ability of it in some regions, and therefore provokes considerable immi- 

gration. Tht forming of a similar imbalance, while worsening phenomena 

of underdevelopment and of depression, which other areas already suffer 

from, may in the developed areas demand extremely high public investment and 

determine  social disorder and damage (pollution, for example) which a 

different regional distribution of industrial investments could avoid. 

Direct public action,contrastinf the tendency of productive investment to 

concentrate farther in the said contested tones, 1» tht» Justified. 

1 *H*f ^'f^lM-tl-LaJÉSlol Ofjf«tat1on and stipulation 
ef the market tenoni so 

The point of departure for a first orientation •$ regards planning shell 

ec the general statement that with the evolution of society front cultures 

which might be defino«! as rural to cultures dominated by technology the 

deercc of dependence of each Individuiti on other Individuals is increased. 

This increase, however, does not express itself in an increase in the amount 

**d intensity of blliteral relationships instituted by people among them- 

selves, 0* the contrary, these relationships appear to decrease both in 

number and 1n Intensity; technological progress heightens to «n increasing 

extent the isolation of the individual In proportion te the Intease 1n 

Ms mobility and Ms cent.el over nature. 
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The increase in this degree of dependence shows Itself in a continuous 

incense in the number, the size, and the complexity of two systems. 

firstly that syst• whose regulation take-, pK.ce through spontaneous 

connections „i, ¡eh form between men as a result of chance, and secondly 

those system, which are regulated by man by „cans of certain procedures 

with o view to the attainment of certain aims (l). 

The transition to a programed economy is a problem of transforming 

a self-regulated syslc,.: into a regulated system; the application of plannlnq 

means that a given society does not, in the judgment of the competent author hi 

possess that capacity of self-regulation which suffices to lead the system 

m the direction of the general aims which these authorities propose to attain. 

The incapacity for self-regulation is based on the fact that changes in one 

P«rl of the system do not automatically and at the right time give rise in 

other parts of the system to the reactions which are necessary to move the 

system in the desired direction. The ioc.11z.t1on of large-scale technological 

projects was able to take place at an earlier stage without a superior office 

having to estimate automatically all the positive, negative, direct and 

indirect effects in all spheres of society (ecorwy, environment, insti- 

tutions, general public) or having to provide the indications and resources 

necessary for the creation of the required structures at the right time. 

Today an "adjustment" of this kind is no longer possible, and it must he 

with the help of technology assessuont^that the connections are set up 

which improve the extent and the quality of the information serving as 

« basis for political and entrepreneurial decisions. This is a case of faulty 

coordination between the private and public decision centres. The grave de-' 

ficiencies in all spheres of public and private life are simply proof of 

the impossibility on the part of the public decision-centres'to react at 

the proper time to the decisions of the orlvate decision centres a.d on 

ÍÍI ?" : SAWCEN0« feconomi, del P*«si industrialiizati, op.cit. p.97 
W !!r,tî?-purp?s?t

of th1s papet • technology assessment is the systematic 
evaluation of the secondary or higher order effects or imoacts on society 
?LLÜC»   °1 p,;opofd «PPlication of technology. It is the systematic 
forecasting and planning process that evaluates the impacts of present 
or proposed applications of technology on all sectors of society, encom- 
M-sing economic as well « environmental, social, institutional, legal 
?•J* ^«^.considerations that arc both external and internal to the 
technologies in question. 
Sec. for example, M.V. JONES, AJeçhiiolog^Assessment Methodology: Some 
M£Î5Jœyi!£ui. The HIT!« C07porlTioi7fI5sToìi-l?7T~ -ä-2S£ 
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the part of the privato   decision-centres,      to ,is« oss  tlit- (¡cvolo-wcnts 

or public action which with their décision«, are unreachable and unmodii••¡.••i.lc   (1) 

Tnu adoption of a planning mechanism thus synonymous with ilio activating of all 

connections which are necessary if the various initiatives of the decision 

centres of the system are to propel the system   in the right direction in as 

economi Ml a manner as possible.   The laying down of the aims for the actions 

to be carried out is of course a political and not on economic operation. 

The classification of the planning as e^oi^kj^ajinma docs not refer to 

the procedure of the formulation of the aims; the aims laid down at the poli- 

tical level  in sequential and stochastic approximation ^e pieced together 

by means of technology assessment;and of successive elaborations of an 

economic nature to form an organic, programmed action. These elaborations are 

to make sure that the resources which can be accumulated for the attainment 

of the given aims are sufficient and that the required instruments for the 
action are produced. 

An absolute prerequisite for the transition to a programmed economy - 

programed society would be a more suitable term - is   the construction 

of an order by means of which the aims which have to be attained by the 

different decision centres of the system can be exactly defined. These aims 

are numerous and of a varying nature, and besides this they are   definable 

with the aid of differing standards adapted to the diverse actions; e.g. 

intensification of progress In poor underdeveloped areas, acceleration of 

technological development in various areas, building and/or introduction 

of plants for the reduction of pollution,and so on. 

The multiplicity of the aims, the varying times of technological  implementa- 

tion, and the great variety do not constitute a hindrance for a programed 

action. After the transition from the political moment (definition of aims) 

to the economic and administrative moment (implementation of the systems 

tnalysis and the technology assessments) the aims laid down on the politic! 

Teyejjbeòpwe^conditions or restrictions which have to be taken into account 

In the process of formation and distribution of the national income. 

0) See P. SARACENO, L'economia dei Paesi Industrializzati, op.cit., p. 99 

ÜMritaMHM mi tftfÉ •M&Jät...**, Mdiu ., ^-^....j»^,, 
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In Hit economic phase the planning activity is thus a procedure for 

maximizing the national income, whereby certain conditions are observed. 

The ideals which prevail in the society which is the object of the pro- 

fj!oi:.).(l action are concretely reflected in these conditions in the form of 

«1 i IDS. 

Whi'ii as a result of the given conditions the attainable national income 

pi"'.v> to be insufficient, the aims must be modified on the political  level. 

The comparison between aims and resources must be continued until the opti- 

mum totality of the aims attainable with the resources available is reached 

at Lho political  level. The planning activity thus consists of a political 

mtiM.ent in which the aims are laid down and of an economic,technical, and admini- 

trative moment which guarantees the progress of the system under the condi- 

tions which reflect the aims. 

From the above exposition it can be clearly seen that the transition to a 

programmed action does not effect the mechanism of the market, Certain 

Public actions, either individually or as a whole, or the manner in which 

they are carried   out, but not the fart that they are carried out within 

or outside the framework of a programmed action can lead perse to an 

impairing of the market mechanism. jf_th_e public action is geared Jo 

the^auaúimen^f:«rtain_ajms. the fact that the modalities of this «rtinn 

ajg_fTxc^th_jheji1d_of planning heightens the efficiency of the mariât 
mechanism.   

The planning mechanisms which ar« able to bring about fundamental changes 

In an economic structure are characterized by two elements: 

(1) The State takes over direct responsibility, mainly through State 

owned, companies, for the attainment of certain alms of Innovation, pro- 

duction and income distribution within a certain period of time. 

(2) The achievement of these objectives is effected by 

maintaining a free economic system whose framework undergoes a cer- 
tain modification. 

The character of a free market system Is maintained In order to pre- 

serve and develop entrepreneurial vigour which Is encouraged by private 
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ownership of the means of production. By State action the wrket system 
1s geared to the achievements of social objectives which cannot be at- 
tained by the market mechanism alone M. 

In the "mixed econony" of a developing country, for which the establish- 
ment of a general plan by the State is a prerequisite, the State should 
regard it as one of Its tasks to assume responsibility for those inno- 
vations and investments which, while foreseen 1n the general plan, cannot 
be undertaken by private initiative. 

It 1s not likely that there will be any innovations In development stra- 
tegies comparable to those to which Industrialized countries have become 
accustoirad in Industrial production. Some opportunities do appear for Im- 
proving the design and for accelerating the implementation of industrial 
development programmes. Slight Improvements can be expected, but no sudden 
changes will dramatically increase industrial growth rates. 

The most Important block to Industrial development 1s the lack of risk- 
taking, Innovation-minded Individuals. If « culture can produce large 
»timbers of such Individuals, the problem of Industrial development 1n 
developing countries would be nearlng solution. The Incidence of entre- 
preneurs In the newly Industrializing countries 1$ grossly Inadequate. The 
wry activities of the State planning agency to accelerate Industrial 
development has to tend more and more to form and mobilize these vitally 
laeortant entrepreneurs. The success of development plans may depend more 
upon a strategy for the formation and retention of such Individuals than 
the provision of physical and financial resources from the planning 
Mency. Tn developing countries, however, entrepreneurshlp should be 
favoured among engineers since this combination of skills can lead to 
effective formation of new enterprises and to relevant enterprise growth 
rates. Entrepreneurial training could be associated with the granting 
of credit by development banks. 

0) 
'fe^'S^i^ (Sii)'1* Unt<,rBCh«>r> "*ltw1rtsch.ftl1che. 
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6.   The. < onlnbur it,, ^jnd.onvú^nmr^^ 

WÍI.U  ¡s the coni, ¡¡¡ution of technology assessment studies? With the aid of 

these sities u  is possible above all to assess measure and evaluate the 

effects which apprvr unintentionally,  indirectly, or after considerable 

delay (secondary and tertiary effects).  In the traditional primary stages 

of Stale planniivj i!,f..f: offeas arc not taken into account to «my 

fli-oa: c.tci-.t and ¡„asi. often be eliminated by expensive Slate inte.vontions. 

Technolog assess:»,,,« •,, in other words, provide for economic planning an 

oven.ll  siculi of  the Pdvaiit^c-s and disadvantages of various orders and 

render it possible to choose among available alternatives with fairly sial- 

ic P'-imary effects that which has the smalles negative secondary and ter- 
tiary effects or  the greatest positive ones ^ K 

Technolojy assessment can indeed be expected to perform important roles 
of economic planning by: 

0) CliLlfylnj the nature of existing social problems as they «re influenced 

by technology, possibly   indicating the        legislation needed to 
achieve satisfactory control. 

(2) .Providing insights into future problems, to make possible the establish^ 

of   long-term priorities and to provide guidance for the allocation 
of national resources. 

(3) Stimulating   the private and public sectors of our society to take 

those courses of action for the develops of new technology that are 

•nost socially desirable. Such actions may be creative or defensive 

Creative actions would be those that follow from the awareness of new 

opportunities for social development; defensive actions would be those 

involving restrictions on the use of technological developments. 

W iluc_aÌl5? thc Public and the government about the short-term and 

long-tern, effects of the range of alternative solutions to current 
probi CMS (2). 

Tí,^n!:fuííE^: P.-W6 mmiE' T^'«W *»»«•*. Battelle-Institut, 

ltepJ«sìnA Lngineering, U.S. House of 
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The overall objectives of technology assessments within the framework 
of economic planning are: 

(1) To improve a country's quality of life.  This is the 

long-range objective to which somehow and to some extent all other objec- 
tives ore subordinated. 

(2) lo strengthen the country's technological  infrastructure   and innova- 

tive capacity,  including relationships between government, industry, 

and universities. This is a shorter-range objective, but basic to the 
accomplishment of the first objective. 

(3) To focus efforts of government laboratories, State owned companies, 

and universities on specific areas of technology believed to offer 

promise for national pre-eminence and to improve a country's compe- 
titiveness in foreign   trade. 

(4) To retain in domestic hands control of designated "growth" industries 
that incorporate new advanced technologies. 

(5) To enhance national prestige. 

The effectiveness of technology assessments appears to be greater in those 

countries in which (1) the national science and technoVgy policy and goals, 

particularly as they affect designated industries, are well-defined and 

less subject to change, and (2)   government involvement in economic planning 

and Integration of technology assessments into the planning mechanism, has 

been direct and substantial. The public sector, indeed, needs technological 

assessments if its planning and development policy is to allow for foresee- 

able or desired technological trends. The planning agency must know which 

Inventions are expected to induce potential basic innovations of the future, 

I.e. art likely to modify national economic structures significantly.  It must 

have an   approximate date for the introduction of these innovations and the 

timing of their effective Impact. Above all it must have adequate advance 

notice of technological mutations so powerful as to be capable of causing 

upheavals of entire sectors of the production process in a short period 
of time (i). 

(1)    See H. AÜJAC, A French Experiment 1n Long- and Very-Lonq Term Nation«! 

iü¡ •iMfa lÜÜi 
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The effectiveness of technology assessment progress seems to reagire 

tlu establishnvnt of a Science and Technology off'ce within the national 

planning agency (1)  to perform i planning «nd coordinating function for 

the Science and Technology programs of government laboratorios, Stato 

owned companies, and universities, and (2)  to promote, through the natio- 

nal planning rv?chanism, invention, Innovation, and tht development, trans- 

fer, utilization of new technologies that would contrifcute to tht solution 

of national, social, and environmental problems and the competitiveness of 
the country's foreign trade.  (  ) ) 

In summary, St ft te planning and technology assessment render it possible 

to identify the incoherences of actions to be undertaken and thus to 

avoid successive interventions which correct the effects of decisions 

not in conformity with the aims of society.   State planning and techno- 

logy assessments proture for all public and private dec i s ions-centres 

a reference framework which renders it possible to avoid the risks MM ich 

they would otherwise run if they were left,  as 1s the case at present. 

in a situation of uncertainty,regarding the general and particular a 1an 
of public action. 

(1 ,   See I.e. NICHOLS, tt •!., 
ftffiwt Ceuwtrlet. 8fflca _   _ 
Ttln5»»w, Is^Npartawit tf . SprlnfflaH i#7t, p. | 
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7- HtmitfWiwt Shd technology assessmenta*J_n>jtruggwu_fnr jj» 
C+htrol »f tUt Public iKtor 

TN control of tht public sector 

is a question of solving a relative! v new problem whuh restili s 

fro« the numerous activities that have been added  in recent decades 

to traditional  puhlic action:   the assessment of the  "secondary effeUs" 

of the introduction of new technologies, the protection of the environ- 

ment and the consumer, the increase in new environment and society oriented 

products, processes ttc. demonstrate the necessity for the public action 

te constantly take decisions in a state of uncertainty.  This uncertainty 

does not come from any Inadequacy of existing laws and institut ions «nd 

cannot be eliminated by the modification of these, even  if chamjes are 

in many cases urgently necessary. The position of uncertainty in which a 

lare* part of public action takes plate in the spheres winch have been 

added in recent years is identical with that in which the entrepreneurs 

tad th* industrial decision-centres must evaluate th» probability of 

verious future developments and to take their decisions accordingly Nbe 

entrepreneurial activity cannot be bound te precise norms like the tradì 

fienai public action. Leeal norms,   regulations, etc. which direct the 

public action with regard to Its entrepreneurial functions can five to 

the correspond i ne. institutions only the statement of the tasks to be 

carried out, the authority, and the resources necessary for implementing 

the decisions; but they cannot provide normative modal Hies for the actions 

to be undertaken   Net only tate enterprises f1* but aise many public 

ministries and administrative erfans operate in this situation. 

fcbUc action is character i«d today firstly by wide extension end 

differentiation and secondly by the increti Ine, Importance of the entrepre- 

neur lai element which was formerly considered typical of the activities 

•f tbe ariette   sphere and abnormi for the activities of the public sector. 

H) See N. NlHTCnUUKI, Teehnoloa,ieil Innovation Stratdies for Develop inj 
"       op.cit. 

U) iTeit ,,,,,ftlN,*li, M»'»«»* * Tecbj>f1otu end Parliamentary Cfhtrol. 

mm 
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Tht' great differences  In the new functions of the puh li e sector mis* 

also from the fact th.it the spread of public action sh"t/s  itsell not 

only  in a corresponding expansion of Stato adminis trat ion or of  the Institu- 

tions vliic.li «re oi çj.mically incoi poro ted therein,  an  action t'mch is 

desti il>: d as public   is often performed by other  institutions,  «fien by 

civil   i.tw  institutions.   (1  ).  These institutions, whose"  difiéreme from 

titidi t i oiid 1  institutions has been emphasised, are not   the consequence oí 

the piovisiuiiiil  nature of their functions,  the plem->ntary nature of the 

process of task-definition or the requisite    structures; neither are they 

the result of political  or bureaucratie   arbitrary <\ ts.   I ven  it   these 

institutions    are not  rare,       they nevertheless reflect the appearance 

of new public functions and demand a new type of orgnn and control. 

What control can be exercised over an activity which requires decisions to 

be taken in a situation of uncertainty? Control of the legitimacy of the 

•ctions to be carried out could only be exercised with reference to norms 

which are set down for th* individual actions; these norms, however, do 

not exist for actions which are the consequence of entrepreneurial decisions; 

they can only confer authority, allocate resources and define actions which 
•re t© be carried out. 

lut a '.»rofraawed action can have as its aim the identification of the opti» 

•odalities of the activities of th« public action and thus exercise a werit 
centre1 which should never be lacking in the public sector and certainly 

fines no basis in the cor respond i no, legal ects, »dm i ni strati on norms end 
statutes. 

Th« three programme types on which planning is built up trt: 

objective-programmes, orientation programme! ana verification profraemes 

(1 ) TMs, for instance Is th* case of joint-stock commentes with stete 

participation which in Austria end Italy eVirect a Uree section of 

tbe production apparatus. The Importine* of the public sector in tbese 

countries lives the governments elrect end selective means to Influence 
Hie private sector. 

S- N. NlNTCtHMCIt, Per SUfl ft ^ta^gr, mp.eU. 
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_0l>:1c*ctJveJ•''«a»:*'«"***' lnkt' •" the «Watter of decision*.;   in them the actions 
•re first defined which are to be on rleJ out for tito attainment  of cer- 

tain definiti« results; secondly the <.oux.es «re given  from vnich  the 

requisite rescates  «re drawn, and thixlly the inst i tut ion.il  changos ax- 

Specified which fie  required  i or the tarrying out of   the a. tions  proposed. 

The onci it.aiti on ¡>n >oijim«  state the (jener* 1 aims which must be at t* i neo 

by means of the decisions of  the comp, tent authorities;  v.hey do not have 

decisional char.tcler and tan cause   i.ttemely vdr led effeits  according to the 

political answer which they receive and the reasonableness of the alms 
which they propose. 

IMth the aid of the ver i fi ç a t i yj»^rjmgs the state of the system, the 

direction of its evolution and the difference between this evolution and 

»ut which Is thought te have been given to the system are  assessed at 

periodic intervals.   In this way there result the decisions to be taken 

«•e the problems to be solved in order that the system may be broufht to 

11m which has been fixed at the political level. The concept of a 

ificatien prof*-«*» c*n cea« Into being only in an advanced phase of the 

system and presupposes Important  Impulse, of planning activity already. 

T>» orientation programa», en the other hand, can, is for Instance in Italy. 

bt produced also 1n the absence of M action which can be éefined M pro- 

Ulte» fer the control function cf technology assessments are {1 ): 

0) lèctaeleey assesaaants should be produced in en environ-tent rree fro» 

political influence or predetermined I ¡as. 

(t) MNéìII af a technology assessment task force should be chosen fer their 

•npertlse but net as representatives of affected parties er special 

Interests   The viewpoints of affected parties should be brought te 

tfce task torce by volunteered or solicited presentations, an« with spe- 

dai concern te elicit views from those affected perties who are net 

illy orfani zee in their awn interests. 

** ) ** * ***** * TwiMijioqy Atftstment. op. cit., p. 4 

^^.Mtia^^»^..,^^^ .^„_ .,„. ,,„ _ ...   ,„    , 
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(3) The necessary, thorough invention«! »f tue sociological and political 

impacts of technologie* under estestuent rtouire« «utentive partici- 
pation by behavioral end politicai scientists. 

(4) In order to givo full consideration to tecial at well et technical 

Issues, technology assessments should Include analyses of the cawte- 

effect relationship between different oovernment strategies and their 

social impacts and should be supplemented by the intuitive JudftmU of 
knowledfleable Individuáis 

(5) It is useful to classify technology assessments M Initiated (a) by 

an ex1st1nf social proolem or (b) by the potential of a new technology. 

The methodology of assessment should proceed différantly for each i 

fully tetted methodologies of systems analysis ar« available far tot 

first class but the Planning aoency it   probably aere concerned about 
the second. 

(4) Criteria for establishing tnt priority of topics far assessment In- 

due* the breadth and depth of the e.pectod social Impact, tht visi- 

bility of the probità* to lefislators and tot» people, and tot curront 

end etptcted ratet tf oavelopaont of the tochneloiles. 

(7) The appraisal of tht accumulated spectrin of ctmoouences of tectmele- 

lical developments must Include the derivation and us* tf meesurot tf 

todtl valut pertinent to »tot oaaüty tf lift." In addition to tot con- 

ventional economic and technical risk-benefit cri tor 1a. 

(•) Technoloiy assessments can help alert tot natiti) to future benefit« 

tod to future probité» and can tout providt tot public topport up - 

msarjr for national prore», dot 1fn«d to socoro tot btmofltt ami to 
•void toote prob leo*. 
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I tMnfc (tittta opinion «f tvcryww that the tap hetween the Ideal com- 
»1n«t1en ef instruments Mt «ft atevo end the Instruments 1« use today in the 

étvetepinf ceuntrien it • Urf* m   TN effort» which we are today 
•edicatln* te eliminiti«* this HP can thus easily bf understood     The 
firtt approaches to thi» end de not lie exclusively in the im- 

preweaont ef the concept «Ml schemes which ere in wir possession todny out 
•ft« simply in the »re rational end mere extensive use of those instru- 
mente already at our disposal. 

in all countries 
The to-caned industrial societies at Bottom a rather primitiv« know- 
!«*§• »f the modalities   throufh which the enormous end Increasing 
flow nf foods can be repeated and controlled; 1n other words, our society 
in the) «ovelopins as well •• In the Industrial He«' world 

1t •r.vifif to I« lets an* less in , potion te ke«f under control, with 
offici«* decision, taken at th. proper tin. the «Uiplicity of systems 
•f which it It ciopiud. Ani 1t It this state ef affairs which li, i thin*, 
«h* cette ef the cri tes end 41 tmmmi litri« uh 1ch it enti««!!, beinfl re- 
•Mt* te ut twtry éty ef omr Hfmt. 
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